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W

e explore opportunities for targeted pricing for a retailer that only tracks weekly storelevel aggregate sales and marketing-mix information. We show that it is possible, using
these data, to recover essential features of the underlying distribution of consumer willingness to pay. Knowledge of this distribution may enable the retailer to generate additional
proﬁts from targeting by using choice information at the checkout counter. In estimating
demand we incorporate a supply-side model of the distribution channel that captures important features of competitive price-setting behavior of ﬁrms. This latter aspect helps us control
for the potential endogeneity generated by unmeasured product characteristics in aggregate
data. The channel controls for competitive aspects both between manufacturers and between
manufacturers and a retailer. Despite this competition, we ﬁnd that targeted pricing need
not generate the prisoner’s dilemma in our data. This contrasts with the ﬁndings of theoretical models due to the ﬂexibility of the empirical model of demand. The demand system
we estimate captures richer forms of product differentiation, both vertical and horizontal, as
well as a more ﬂexible distribution of consumer heterogeneity.
(Price Discrimination; Competition; Channels of Distribution; Scanner Data)

1.

Introduction

There is strong evidence in the marketing literature
that consumers are very different in terms of their
willingness to pay for products. Empirical studies
report high variability in consumers’ responsiveness
to marketing-mix variables such as prices, in-store
displays, and feature advertisements, as well as in
their intrinsic preferences for brands. This empirical
consistency suggests that ﬁrms have an opportunity
to price discriminate proﬁtably rather than charge a
uniform price to all consumers. There is a vast literature in economics on the theory of price discrimination (see, for example, Varian 1989 for a review
of this literature), and a number of important papers
0025-1909/03/4909/1121
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in marketing (e.g., Moorthy 1984, Narasimhan 1984)
have discussed different forms of price discrimination and how they might be implemented in practice.
Rossi et al. (1996) demonstrate the beneﬁts of targeted
picing using household scanner panel data.
While price discrimination by a monopolist always
leads to proﬁts that are at least as large as those under
uniform pricing, the competitive implications of price
discrimination in oligopoly markets are more subtle.
Shaffer and Zhang (1995), for example, show in a
theoretical model that targeted couponing leads to a
prisoner’s dilemma in which all manufacturers issue
coupons without proﬁtably increasing their prices.
Chen et al. (2001) ﬁnd that competing ﬁrms may
gain incremental proﬁts when consumer targetability
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is very imprecise. However, as targetability improves,
they also ﬁnd the prisoner’s dilemma. Corts (1998)
ﬁnds that price discrimination by all competing ﬁrms
may lead to “all-out competition,” which results
in prices and proﬁts getting reduced in all market segments. However, Corts (1998) also provides
counterexamples for which competitive price discrimination may lead to increased proﬁts. Hence, in
oligopoly markets it is an empirical question whether
or not the particular market demand conditions are
favorable for price discrimination.
To practice price discrimination successfully, ﬁrms
need detailed knowledge of the distribution of consumers’ willingness to pay. In the marketing science
literature, numerous methodologies have been developed to estimate discrete choice models of consumer
demand and to characterize distributions of consumer heterogeneity (see Allenby and Rossi 1999 for a
review). With few exceptions (e.g., Zenor and Srivastava 1993, Chintagunta 2002), the tradition in the marketing literature has been to use household panel data
to model unobserved consumer heterogeneity (e.g.,
Kamakura and Russell 1989, Chintagunta et al. 1991).
However, in many contexts the appropriate microdata
may be unavailable. Typically, sample sizes in scanner
panel data are small at the level of an individual store,
complicating the estimation of a store-level demand
system. Some marketing researchers have questioned
the representativeness of purchase behavior of panelist households (Bucklin and Gupta 1999, Gupta et al.
1996). In these instances, store-level data may still
contain useful information for econometric analyses
of consumer demand. Aggregate store-level data are
more widely and easily available, especially to retailers. We also believe that it is an interesting academic
question as to whether consumer heterogeneity can
be recovered in the kinds of aggregate store-level data
that are typically available to retailers.
In this paper, we use aggregate weekly store-level
data to study price discrimination strategies. The
context for our work is a vertical channel consisting of competing manufacturers who sell through
a common retailer. We estimate a structural model
of manufacturer and retailer pricing in this channel, along with a discrete choice model of demand.
Consumer heterogeneity is modeled as a ﬁnite
1122

number of discrete segments. We assume that the
ﬁrm, manufacturer, or retailer can use the estimated
demand system, combined with a single observed
transaction at the checkout counter, to compute a
set of posterior segment probabilities conditional on
the current transaction. The ﬁrm can then offer customized coupons based on the current purchase for
redemption on a future purchase occasion to implement a discriminatory pricing scheme. We show that
such targeted pricing need not lead to a prisoner’s
dilemma. Because we model the channel structure, we
are also able to contrast couponing by the retailer with
couponing by the competing manufacturers.
We use a discrete representation of consumer heterogeneity (Berry et al. 1997). Speciﬁcally, consumers
are assumed to belong to a ﬁnite number of latent
classes that differ in terms of their brand preference
and marketing-mix responsiveness parameters. The
membership of consumers in latent classes is probabilistic and to be determined from the data. This
approach has been termed a ﬁnite mixture or latentclass approach (Kamakura and Russell 1989, Wedel
and Kamakura 1998). Such models have received considerable attention from practitioners as well, because
the latent classes correspond closely with managers’
notion of market segments. In this respect, we expect
the econometric model to correspond to the way
managers view demand when they determine prices.
Our approach does not rely heavily on parametric assumptions to recover the underlying distribution of heterogeneity. Thus, we are less concerned
that our results are driven by restrictive assumptions
on the model primitives. When applied to aggregate
data, latent-class models are computationally more
tractable relative to continuous models of heterogeneity (e.g., Berry et al. 1995) because they do not require
the simulation of high-dimensional integrals. Finally,
managers may only be able to address a ﬁnite number of market segments when designing pricing or
promotion strategies. In these situations, ﬁnite mixture models offer a managerially appealing and useful
representation of the marketplace.
Our model provides several useful insights. We use
the model to characterize the underlying consumer
segments and their relative sensitivities to the marketing mix. The channel model allows us to control for competitive reactions of channel members
Management Science/Vol. 49, No. 9, September 2003
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to targeting initiatives. We then illustrate the potential increase in retailer proﬁts that could arise if the
retailer was able to engage in price discrimination by
offering segment-speciﬁc prices through customized
coupons. With point-of-sale data, the retailer has only
one observation for each consumer, hence classiﬁcation of consumers to segments is imperfect. Even with
imperfect classiﬁcation, we ﬁnd that the increase in
retail proﬁt relative to optimal uniform pricing can be
as high as 11%. We also explore the incentives of manufacturers to engineer discriminatory retail prices. In
our data from the ketchup market, we ﬁnd that issuing coupons is a dominant strategy for both manufacturers, and both manufacturers are strictly better off.
We organize this paper as follows. In §2, we
develop our models of demand and pricing. In §3,
we describe the econometric procedure used to estimate the model. In §4, we present demand estimation results using data on the ketchup market. In §5,
we demonstrate how segment-speciﬁc pricing strategies can improve the proﬁtability of the retailer and
of manufacturers. In §6, we summarize and conclude with a discussion of potential limitations and
extensions.

2.

Model

2.1. Utility and Demand
As stated in the introduction, the estimation procedure that we employ uses aggregate store-level sales
data. We now derive an aggregate demand system
built on the assumption that the underlying consumer
behavior derives from a discrete choice framework
(McFadden 1981).
We assume the potential market size for the category in any store-week to be the number of shopping trips to that store in that week. We also assume
that the consumer’s decisions of when to shop and
at which store to shop are independent of prices in
the category. On each shopping occasion, each consumer chooses whether or not to purchase in the category of interest (the purchase incidence decision),1
1
Alternatively, one could model the time between category purchases. Wheat and Morrison (1990) compare these two alternative
approaches and argue that modeling purchase incidence is almost
always preferable to modeling interpurchase time.
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and which product to purchase. Formally, we assume
that on a given shopping trip in week t (t = 1     T )
consumers select one of J brands in the category
(with a typical product indexed by i or j) or opt
for the no-purchase alternative (also called the “outside good,” indexed by 0). In week t, each brand j
has three attributes: xjt  pjt  jt . The vector x includes
brand-speciﬁc indicator variables (thus allowing for
the brand-speciﬁc constants) as well as marketingmix variables (e.g., feature or display). The variable
p denotes the brand’s shelf price. Finally, encompasses the effects of unobserved (to the econometrician) product attributes.
The underlying utility function in our model is
quasi-linear for the products inside the category as
well as the outside good, which is a numeraire representing expenditures on all items in the store outside the category (see Chintagunta 1993 for a detailed
treatment). Thus, nonpurchase in the category of
interest corresponds to allocating the entire shopping
budget to this numeraire. For a shopping trip during week t, the indirect utility that consumer h h =
1     H derives from purchasing product j in the
category is given by
uhjt = xjt h − h pjt +

jt

+ hjt 

(1)

The coefﬁcients h  h capture consumer h’s
brand preferences and responsiveness to marketing
variables, x, and price, p. The term hjt is an i.i.d.
mean-zero stochastic term capturing consumer h’s
idiosyncratic utility for alternative j during week t.
The mean indirect utility of not purchasing is simply
the marginal utility of income times the total shopping budget. Because this term enters the utilities of
each of the inside goods as well as the outside good,
it is not identiﬁed in the estimation process. Consequently we drop it, effectively normalizing the indirect utility of the outside good to be mean zero with
the same i.i.d. stochastic component h0t . By assuming that hjt is drawn from a type I extreme value
distribution, we obtain the multinomial logit model
of choice (McFadden 1981).
A possible critique of our formulation is that
at the individual level the model suffers from
the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
restriction between the products in the category
1123
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and the no-purchase alternative. Consequently, we
also examined a non-IIA nested logit speciﬁcation with a purchase/no-purchase nest and found
that the predictive ﬁt of this model in our data
was inferior to the multinomial logit model (these
results are reported in an appendix available at
http://mansci.pubs.informs.org/ecompanion.html).
As mentioned above, the term jt captures a product attribute that is observed by the consumer, but not
by the econometrician. Examples of such variables are
exposure to television advertising, product availability at retail, and shelf space allocations. These variables not only affect brand choices of consumers, but
may also inﬂuence price setting by ﬁrms. For example, national advertising by manufacturers, which can
enhance brand salience and image, has been shown to
be positively correlated with prices (Ackerberg 2001).
Similarly, shelf space allocations, which vary considerably across stores, have been shown to have an
important effect on consumer demand (Drèze et al.
1994). If this attribute is observed by ﬁrms, then it
will inﬂuence the ﬁrms’ pricing decisions, generating
a simultaneity bias (Berry et al. 1995, Besanko et al.
1998).
This speciﬁcation assumes consumer-speciﬁc preference and responsiveness vectors h  h . To model
consumer heterogeneity, we adopt a random coefﬁcients approach. We use a discrete approximation to
the parameter distribution, an aggregate analogue to
the latent-class models used for household purchase
data (Kamakura and Russell 1989). In particular, we
assume that consumers belong to one of K segments,
where each segment k is characterized by its own
parameter vector, k  k .
We denote the size of segment k as k , which may
be interpreted as the fraction of shopping trips arising from segment k. Note that when we only observe
aggregate data, we cannot identify the proportion of
consumers who belong to a given segment. We can
only identify the proportion of shopping trips that
arise from a given segment. Within a segment k, the
share of total trips for brand j, Sjtk , is simply the probability that consumers of type k purchase brand j and
is given by
Sjtk =

1124

expxjt k − k pjt + jt
J
1 + i=1 expxit k − k pit +


it

Integrating across segments, we obtain the market
share Sjt for product j in a given week t:2
Sjt =

K

k=1


k

expxjt k − k pjt + jt
J
1 + i=1 expxit k − k pit +




(2)

it

This aggregate demand system avoids the problems
associated with IIA, an artifact of the i.i.d. assumption
for hjt . By mixing over the latent segments, we obtain
more ﬂexible aggregate substitution patterns than in
the case of the homogeneous logit.
2.2. The Channel Structure
We now postulate the vertical channel model that
describes the strategic generation of equilibrium retail
shelf prices. In our model, oligopolistic manufacturers set wholesale prices and sell through a monopoly
retailer. Assuming noncooperative behavior, the product shelf prices exhibit a double marginalization,
including both a wholesale margin and a retail margin. Our baseline model speciﬁcation corresponds
with what Choi (1991) calls the Manufacturer Stackelberg (MS) game (Berto Villas-Boas 2002).3 The key
elements of the model are as follows. First, the retailer
acts as a monopolist in its local area, where the size
of this local market is M.4 Second, the retailer sets a
uniform price for all K segments. Third, there are N
manufacturers, with a typical manufacturer denoted
by n. Each manufacturer offers a set Bn of brands, with
N
n=1 Bn = J . Finally, the game between manufacturers and the retail chain unfolds in two stages. In the
ﬁrst stage, each manufacturer n takes the wholesale
prices of other manufacturers as given, and chooses
its set of wholesale prices, wj  j ∈ Bn , to maximize its
product line proﬁts. In the second stage, the retailer
takes wholesale prices as given, and chooses the set of
2

The use of aggregate data prevents us from estimating consumer
stockpiling or purchase acceleration behaviors in our static model.
The possible implications of this are discussed in §5.5.
3

We also compared the MS game with alternative models in terms
of predictive ﬁt and implied retail margins and found that it provides more reasonable estimates. Details are available from the
authors.
4
This assumption is broadly consistent with retailer conventional
wisdom that most consumers shop at the same store week after
week, often the one closest to their home or workplace (Slade 1995,
Besanko et al. 1998).
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retail prices pj  j ∈ J  to maximize its overall category
proﬁts.
In the remainder of this section, we derive the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in prices to this channel game. We begin with the second stage of the
game, deriving the optimal prices of the retailer. Then,
we move to the initial stage of the game and derive
the optimal wholesale prices.
2.2.1. Retailer. The retailer takes the wholesale
prices as given, and acts as a monopolist in pricing
the whole category. The retailer’s category management problem is
max R =

p1 pJ

J

i=1

pi − wi

K

k=1

k Sik M

The ﬁrst-order condition for a typical brand j is
 K
 K
J

 k !Sik

pi − wi

M + k Sjk M = 0
!pj
i=1
k=1
k=1
We can rewrite the system of ﬁrst-order conditions for
brands 1     J in matrix form as:5
p − w + v = 0
where



p1





w1

(3)


 
 
 
  
  w ≡    

p≡
  
  
 
 
pJ J ×1
wJ J ×1
 K

k k
k=1  S1 M





 
v≡





K k k

S
M
J
k=1
J ×1
and






≡




−

K


k

k

k
1

k
1

  S 1−S M

k=1



K

k=1

k k SJk S1k M

K


···

k

···

k k
1 J

S S M




−

K

k=1

max n =

wi  i∈Bn 

(4)

i=1

k k SJk 1−SJk M












i∈Bn

wi − mci

K

k=1

k Sik M

where mci is the manufacturer’s marginal cost for
brand i. The ﬁrst-order condition for a typical brand
j is
J


wi − mci %ji

%ji =

K

k=1

k

J
K


!Sik !pl
M + k Sjk M = 0
!pl !wj
l=1
k=1
(6)



1





if brands j and i are offered
by the same manufacturer,



0




if brands j and i are offered
by different manufacturers.

(7)

J ×J

(5)
5

2.2.2. Manufacturer. In the MS channel game, we
assume that manufacturers move ﬁrst, enabling them
to condition on the anticipated competitive response
of retailers to posted wholesale prices. The proﬁtmaximization problem of manufacturer n is


k

k=1



The optimal retail prices highlight another key
implication of modeling consumer heterogeneity. It
is straightforward to show that if consumers were
assumed to be homogeneous, the equilibrium retail
prices would reﬂect equal markups over wholesale
prices. By contrast, a model with consumer heterogeneity allows the equilibrium retail markups to vary
from brand to brand within the category. One can
also show that the homogeneous logit model implies
that the rate at which the retailer passes through
changes in the wholesale prices to the retail prices
would be driven entirely by market shares. Furthermore, the cross-pass-through rates would be strictly
negative (Sudhir 2001). In contrast, the proposed heterogeneous logit model is sufﬁciently ﬂexible to allow
for a wide range of pass-through rates, which is consistent with empirical evidence (e.g., Besanko et al.
2003).

Note that !Sjk /!pj = −k Sjk 1 − Sjk and !Sik /!pj = k Sik Sjk .
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as given, the manufacturers explicitly account for the
retailer’s reactions to wholesale prices, !pl /!wj . To
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3.

compute the system of retail pass-through rates, we
totally differentiate the ﬁrst-order conditions (3):
 


!p1
!Sj
 !w   !p 
j 
 1

 


     





'   =   

 


 !p   !S 
 J   j 
!wj
!pJ

Estimation

We now outline the estimation procedure for the
parameters of the equilibrium model developed in
the previous section. Deﬁning Xjt ≡ )xjt  pjt * and ˆ k ≡
k  k , we let +jt ≡ Xjt ˆ 1 + jt denote segment 1’s
mean utility for product j, and +t ≡ +1t      +Jt
denote the entire vector of segment 1’s mean utilities.
Furthermore, let ˆ ∗k ≡ ˆ k − ˆ 1 , k = 2     K denote the
difference in parameters relative to segment 1. Using

where


J

! 2 Sl
!S
2 1 + pl − wl
!p1 l=1
!p12









=




J
! 2 Sl
 !S1 !SJ 
+
+ pl − wl
!pJ !p1 l=1
!p1 !pJ





Using this result, we can rewrite the system of ﬁrstorder conditions for brands 1     J in matrix form as
'−1 w − mc + v = 0

(9)

where  and v are deﬁned as in 4 and 5 , respectively, mc =mc1      mcJ  and
 K

K


−%11



≡ 





k=1


%J 1

k k S1k 1−S1k M




K

k=1

k k SJk S1k M

···






%1J



··· −%JJ



k=1

K

k=1

k k S1k SJk M




k k SJk 1−SJk k M









J ×J

The full vertical equilibrium of the model is characterized by the retailer’s J ﬁrst-order conditions, (3),
the manufacturers’ J ﬁrst-order conditions, (9), and
the J demand equations in market-share form, (2).
To ensure that our estimates constitute a valid equilibrium, in the empirical analysis we check that our
results satisfy the second-order sufﬁcient conditions
of the model. For the coupon analysis, because the
equilibria are obtained numerically, we also check
whether the algorithm converges to the same point
from multiple starting values. Finally, while we do
not observe the wholesale prices in our data, we are
able to characterize the equilibrium shelf prices as
p = mc − −1 

1126

−1

v − −1 v



(10)


J
!SJ !S1 
! 2 Sl
+
+ p − wl

!p1 !pJ l=1 l
!pJ !p1 




 




J
2
!SJ 
! Sl

2
+ pl − wl
2
!pJ l=1
!pJ
J ×J

(8)

this notation, we can rewrite the share equations in
(1) as
Sj Xt +t ,- = 1
+

exp+jt
J
1+ i=1 exp+it
K

k=2

k

expXjt ˆ ∗k ++jt

J
1+ i=1 expXit ˆ ∗k ++it

(11)

where - ≡ ˆ ∗2      ˆ ∗K  1     K denotes the full
parameter vector to be estimated, Xt ≡ X1t      XJt
denotes the vector of product characteristics across
brands, and Sj · ·, · denotes the market share function
for brand j.
On the demand side, we assume Exjt jt xjt = 0
and Epjt jt pjt = 0. Following Berry (1994), we then
invert (11) to recover the vector +t - of mean utilities of segment 1 as a function of parameter vectors - and set up the estimation procedure in terms
of +t . Because the inverse of (11) cannot be obtained
analytically, we use the contraction mapping of Berry
et al. (1995). The advantage of using +jt for estimation
is that the prediction error, +jt − Xjt ˆ 1 , is simply the
unobserved product characteristic, jt . The fact that
ˆ1
jt enters +jt - ≡ Xjt  + jt linearly allows us to use
standard instrumental variable methods to control for
the potential correlation between pjt and jt .
Management Science/Vol. 49, No. 9, September 2003
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On the supply side, we assume that mcjt is explained by factor prices, ct , and a random component
(possibly unobserved factor prices): mcjt = ct /j + 0jt ,
where we assume Ec0j c = 0 (the unobserved factor
prices of production are conditionally independent of
the observed factor prices). Our linear speciﬁcation
implicitly assumes a ﬁxed-proportions (i.e., Leontief)
production technology. For products such as ketchup,
this assumption may not be unreasonable, at least in
the short run. Substituting the marginal cost speciﬁcation into equilibrium retail shelf-price equations
(10) yields the pricing equations that we estimate.
To be consistent with cost-minimizing input choices
by manufacturers, the speciﬁcation of mcj should be
homogeneous of degree one. However, we do not
observe all factors of production, and for this reason
we also include product-speciﬁc intercepts in mcj to
improve ﬁt.
We now set up the generalized method of moments
(GMM) procedure to estimate the system of price and
demand equations. We outline the technical details of
GMM below, referring the interested reader to Hansen
(1982) for a formal discussion. We construct moments
of the data-generating process based on the structural
model; these take the form of orthogonality conditions. Parameters are estimated by making the sample
analogue of the orthogonality
  conditions as close to
zero as possible. Let 1t = 0t be a 2J × 1 matrix with
t
the prediction error for marginal costs and the unobserved attributes for each of the products in storeweek t. We can construct orthogonality conditions
using any set of covariates, Zt , that are mean independent of 1t . To construct this I-dimensional vector
of instruments, Zt , we include the exogenous product characteristics as well as factor costs. Formally,
our data-generating process is described by the conditional mean independence assumptions, E1t ⊗ Zt
Zt = 0, and the covariance restrictions E1t 1t Zt = 
a ﬁnite 2J × 2J matrix and E1t 13 = 0, t = 3. We ﬁt
these moments to our data using the efﬁcient GMM
procedure of Hansen (1982).
The basic intuition for the identiﬁcation of segments
in aggregate data depends on asymmetric substitution
patterns in the observed market shares. In effect, we
ﬁt heterogeneity using observed non-IIA aggregate
substitution patterns. In the Appendix, we illustrate
Management Science/Vol. 49, No. 9, September 2003

the identiﬁcation using a simulation experiment with
six brands and ﬁve segments. Note that we determined the number of mass points by adding segments
until one of the segment sizes was not statistically different from zero.

4.

Demand Estimation Results
Using Ketchup Data

4.1. Data
We apply the model to a sample of weekly storelevel data for ketchup. We use data on prices, market shares, in-store displays, and feature activity for
the four largest products in the category. The data are
collected by the ACNielsen Company in Springﬁeld,
Missouri, using store checkout scanners. We focus
on nine stores belonging to a single chain during a
102-week period between 1986 and 1988.
To compute the (unconditional) brand market
shares, we divide the total unit sales of each brand by
an estimate of the total number of store trips in the
given week, and the share of the no-purchase alternative is then one minus the sum of the brand market
shares. Unlike many other store datasets, in our data
we do not observe the total weekly store trafﬁc, so
we infer the total number of trips by using a panel
of 2,500 households. Our estimate of store trafﬁc is
obtained by projecting the number of panelist trips to
each store to the total population. With respect to the
other variables, price is measured as the retail shelf
price per ounce, net of in-store promotional price cuts.
The feature variable is a 0–1 indicator for whether
the product was advertised in a newspaper. Similarly,
the display variable is a 0–1 indicator for whether the
product appeared on special display in the store.
On the supply side, we use factor prices for labor
and materials costs collected by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Labor costs for ketchup consist of the average hourly earnings of production workers in the
canned fruits and vegetables industries. For materials costs, we use the price index for tomatoes and the
price index for glass containers. Because these data
are reported on a monthly frequency, we use the lin1127
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Table 1

Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44

Descriptive Statistics for Ketchup Data
Brand shares
(conditional)

Price
($/oz)

Feature
(% store-weeks)

Display
(% store-weeks)

0394
0211
0314
0081

0043
0042
0051
0047

97
12
82
0

49
17
27
0

Factor
Labor costs
Tomatoes
Glass containers

Price index
826
9893
11115

ear ﬁltering process suggested by Slade (1995) to convert the monthly data to weekly data.6
The ketchup data include three sizes of the leading national brand, Heinz, and one size of the second
largest competitor, Hunts. These products account for
over 70% of category volume. We report summary
statistics for the prices, display, and feature activities
of each of these products along with the factor prices
in Table 1. We can see that Heinz is the market share
leader, with two of its three products holding the top
positions. Interestingly, prices per ounce are slightly
lower for the 32-oz. sizes than for the 28-oz. and 44-oz.
sizes.
4.2. Results
We now report our ﬁndings for the segment model
when we apply it to the ketchup data. In Table 2,
we report the parameter estimates for various speciﬁcations of heterogeneity ranging from one to three
segments.7 To control for potential heterogeneity in
tastes across stores, we include a store-speciﬁc intercept in the conditional indirect utility of each of the
four products. These parameters allow the size of
the ketchup category to vary by store and should be
6

We assign the factor price Wt the value from the corresponding month and then smooth the series: Wts = 025Wt−1 + 05Wt +
025Wt+1 
7
With the exception of the SUR results, all the models are overidentiﬁed. The 10 exogenous instruments are: the intercept, factor
prices, feature ads, and displays (note that Heinz 44 is never displayed or featured). A pooled regression of prices on the instruments with brand intercepts yields an R-square of 0.45.
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interpreted as differences with respect to store 9.8 In
the two- and three-segment models, the parameters
representing store-speciﬁc mean utility of the inside
goods are common across segments for reason of parsimony. Note that the GMM objective function values and degree of freedom reﬂect the joint estimation
of the full model, which also includes the supplyside coefﬁcients reported in Table 3. We separate the
discussion of the demand and supply results to simplify the presentation. The ﬁrst two columns contain the results for the seemingly unrelated regression
(SUR) and the 3SLS regressions, respectively. Both
approaches assume homogeneity (a single segment).
As expected, we ﬁnd that the SUR results, which
do not instrument for the price endogeneity, yield a
price-response parameter that is much lower than that
of the 3SLS. This downward effect is consistent with
the downward biases found in Berry et al. (1995),
Besanko et al. (1998), Villas-Boas and Winer (1999),
and Nevo (2001). Table 2 also implies that the priceresponse parameter estimated by 3SLS is less than
(in absolute value) the segment-size-weighted average of the price-response parameters estimated in the
multisegment models. This is consistent with the literature that discusses the consequences of ignoring
unobserved heterogeneity (Chintagunta et al. 1991).
We now focus our attention on the remaining
columns of Table 2, which report our ﬁndings for
the multisegment models. The data identify three segments. Although not reported, our estimates for the
four-segment model yield several insigniﬁcant parameters, including the probability of membership in the
fourth segment. Thus, we conclude that the underlying consumer preferences generating our data are best
represented by three segments and we will focus on
the results of the three-segment model.
Comparing the brand-speciﬁc constants within each
segment in Table 2, we note that segments 1 and 2
have stronger preference for the 28-oz. and 32-oz.
sizes of Heinz, while segment 3 prefers Hunts 32.
Segment 1 consumers account for roughly 33% of
the shopping trips. This segment consists of priceinsensitive shoppers who also do not respond to feature ads, but are somewhat responsive to displays.
8

In the raw data we ﬁnd that the no-purchase share varies on average across stores much more than the inside shares.
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Table 2

Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors for Alternative Models
Model
SUR

Attributes
Price ($/oz.)
Feature
Display
Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44
Prob

3SLS

2-segment

Param

Se

Param

Se

Seg 1

Se 1

Seg 2

Se 2

Seg 1

Se 1

Seg 2

Se 2

Seg 3

Se 3

−7758
046
037
069
008
108
−054
N/A

163
005
007
008
008
010
009
N/A

−10278
034
028
180
117
238
067
N/A

365
006
008
017
016
020
018
N/A

−5746
060
050
009
−049
040
−112
069

016
005
007
005
005
005
005
001

−28216
138
091
718
705
668
591
031

023
009
013
006
008
005
018

−4458
015
047
−065
−067
005
−109
033

220
016
015
014
015
019
021
002

−9446
116
075
188
−027
192
−103
037

220
016
015
014
015
019
021
002

−21414
002
056
365
539
164
345
030

468
036
033
053
052
042
079

Estimate
Store intercept 1
Store intercept 2
Store intercept 3
Store intercept 4
Store intercept 5
Store intercept 6
Store intercept 7
Store intercept 8
GMM objective (df)

GMM 3-segment

071
−003
036
−061
019
016
−050
037

005
005
005
006
006
005
006
005

0.6720 (0)

071
−005
035
−065
018
014
−052
034

005
005
005
006
006
005
007
005

0.91
0.00
0.48
−065
0.28
0.23
−058
0.47

1.09 (58)

Estimate

Se

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.08
0.06

091
002
048
−065
029
024
−059
049

007
006
006
007
007
006
008
006

2.33E-4 (50)

Segment 2, accounting for about 37% of the shopping
trips, is moderately price sensitive, but highly responsive to feature ads and displays. This segment seems
to ﬁt the proﬁle of the “time-starved” consumer: a
consumer who does not pay that much attention to
relative prices when choosing among brands, but who
can be persuaded to buy one brand over the others
when that brand is promoted through feature advertising or displays. Finally, segment 3, accounting for
about 30% of the trips, has very high price sensitivity
and moderate sensitivity to displays. Our analysis of
shares in the three segments reveals that segment 3
has the lowest incidence of ketchup purchases on
average, and segment 1 has the highest.
Several of the estimated store-speciﬁc intercepts
are signiﬁcantly different from zero, indicating differences in the average size of the ketchup category across stores. The estimated store 1 parameter
is largest, and store 4 parameter is smallest. In the
subsequent section, we use store 1 as an example for
illustrating different price discrimination strategies.
In Table 3 we present the marginal cost estimates for the three-segment model. We ﬁnd that the
Management Science/Vol. 49, No. 9, September 2003

Se

2.19E-4 (42)

coefﬁcients on the prices of ingredients, containers,
and labor have the expected positive sign.
We now take our three-segment model and compute price elasticities, which we report in Table 4 as
means over all store-weeks. All of the own elasticities
are greater than one in magnitude, which is consistent with static oligopoly behavior. Hunts 32 has the
largest price elasticity of demand, while Heinz 44 has
the smallest elasticity. Heinz 44 tends to be the least
price responsive to changes in competitors’ prices. In
terms of stimulating consumers to switch away from
the no-purchase alternative, change in the price of
Table 3

Marginal Cost Parameter Estimates for the Three-Segment
Model

Factors
Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44
Labor
Container (*10E-3)
Ingredients (*10E-3)

Param

Se

−0373
−0356
−0374
−0371
0005
0384
30466

0021
0021
0021
0021
0001
0074
1670
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Table 4

Mean Own-Price Elasticities for the Three-Segment Model
Change in share

Change in price Heinz 32 Hunts 32 Heinz 28 Heinz 44 No purchase
Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44

−314
017
027
017

009
−376
010
013

022
017
−312
021

004
005
005
−254

023
017
015
003

Heinz 32 has the greatest impact, changes in Hunts 32
and Heinz 28 have a moderate impact on category
demand, and Heinz 44 has almost no impact.
In Table 5 we provide segment-speciﬁc elasticities,
which give additional insight into the substitution
patterns reported above. Because the substitution patterns within a segment exhibit the IIA property, we
do not report the cross-elasticities. Looking at Table 5,
we see that the magnitudes of the own-price elasticities differ substantially across segments, reﬂecting the
large differences in price response. Segment 3 is generally the most price elastic, and segment 1 the least
price elastic. This suggests that if the retailer or the
manufacturer could engineer segment-speciﬁc prices,
there might be signiﬁcant gains from directing targeted price cuts (perhaps in the form of coupons)
to consumers in segment 3. Of the four products,
Heinz 32 and Hunts 32 have the lowest price elasticities across segments.
As a ﬁnal point about Table 5, notice that the rankings of the own-price elasticities by segment are the
same for each brand. That is, for each brand, the
price elasticity of demand is largest for segment 3 and
smallest for segment 1. This symmetry in the elasticity rankings across the segments is signiﬁcant when
we explore the economics of price discrimination in
the next section.
Table 5

Mean Segment Own-Price Elasticities for the Three-Segment
Model
Own-price elasticities

Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44
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Overall

Seg 1

Seg 2

Seg 3

−314
−376
−312
−254

−185
−175
−218
−203

−373
−401
−487
−441

−929
−879
−1139
−1000

5.

In-Store Strategies to Capture
Consumer Surplus

The economic model estimated in the paper assumes
that the retailer sets a uniform proﬁt-maximizing
price, given the wholesale prices. Thus, the retailer
and the manufacturers are assumed to know the
underlying segment structure of demand, but they are
unable to price discriminate. In this section, we use
our empirical estimates of ketchup demand to study
a form of third-degree price discrimination. Thirddegree price discrimination is the practice of charging
segment-speciﬁc prices for consumer segments that
differ according to their price elasticities of demand.
We study two forms of third-degree price discrimination. First, we analyze third-degree price discrimination engineered by the retailer. In this analysis,
the retailer is assumed to set segment-speciﬁc prices
to maximize retail proﬁts. Second, we study thirddegree price discrimination engineered by manufacturers. In this analysis, manufacturers effectively set
segment-speciﬁc wholesale prices by offering scanback discounts that induce the retailer to charge targeted retail prices. An issue that arises in this analysis
is whether the decision to engage in price discrimination results in a prisoner’s dilemma, in which all
manufacturers offer targeted prices without increasing their proﬁtability.
Our goal is to identify potential increases in profitability if retailers and/or manufacturers used their
knowledge of consumer segments to implement price
discrimination strategies. Another question of interest is the extent to which retailer and manufacturer
incentives are aligned when one party in the channel
engineers the price discrimination scheme. Note that
because we assume that customer-speciﬁc histories
are not available, the targeting scheme must rely on
the current purchase decision of a customer. We compare the proﬁt implications of this checkout-counter
couponing scheme to one in which retailers and/or
manufacturers are able to classify consumers perfectly
into segments. Note that we assume all coupons are
redeemed. In this respect, the analysis is intended to
provide an upper bound on the potential gains from
targeted coupons.
Management Science/Vol. 49, No. 9, September 2003
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Table 6

Equilibrium Prices and Expected Per-Trip Proﬁts Under
Uniform Pricing

Product

Wholesale
prices ($/oz.)

Retail
prices ($/oz.)

Retail proﬁts
($/oz.)

Manufacturer
proﬁts ($/oz.)

Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44

0029
0029
0031
0023

0048
0041
0052
0045

0049
0029
0050
0026

0058
0008
0055
0014

5.1. Uniform Pricing Equilibrium
To provide a benchmark for the subsequent counterfactual analyses, we use the parameter estimates of
the three-segment model for the ketchup data to compute equilibrium prices under the assumption that
all consumers, regardless of segment, face a uniform
price for each brand. Table 6 shows these prices, along
with the corresponding proﬁts for the retailer and the
two manufacturers (Heinz and Hunts). In this table,
prices are expressed in dollars per ounce, while proﬁts
are in dollars per ounce per store trip. Because the
estimated model assumes uniform pricing, it is not
surprising that the optimal prices are close to the
actual average prices shown in Table 1.
To assess the quality of targeting information available to the retailer and/or manufacturers, we use an
empirical analog of Bayes rule to compute the posterior probability of segment membership conditional
on current purchases. Thus, each of the ﬁve possible choices (four brands and no purchase) induces a
conditional demand system to which ﬁrms may now
target different prices. The more the posterior probabilities are closer to zero or one, the more informative
is the current purchase for targeting. Across the nine
stores in our data we ﬁnd substantial differences in
the informativeness of the current purchase, hence in
the proﬁt gains from targeting. For the subsequent
coupon analysis, we only report results for consumers
in store 1.
5.2.

Third-Degree Price Discrimination
by the Retailer
As a benchmark, we begin by considering the case
in which the retailer can perfectly distinguish among
the three segments identiﬁed in our empirical analysis and can charge a different price for each segment,
a scenario we refer to as perfect classiﬁcation. Table 7
Management Science/Vol. 49, No. 9, September 2003

shows the equilibrium prices and proﬁts that arise
in this scenario.9 In light of the segment-level price
elasticities shown in Table 5, it is not surprising that
the retailer lowers the prices charged to segment 3
and increases the prices to segment 1 as compared
to uniform pricing. Responding to the scheme of
discriminatory retail margins chosen by the retailer,
Heinz lowers the wholesale prices on its brands,
while Hunts raises its wholesale price. Comparing the
retailer’s proﬁts under uniform pricing (as shown in
Table 6) versus price discrimination with perfect classiﬁcation (Table 7), we see that retail proﬁts rise on all
Heinz brands but fall on the Hunts product. Overall
retail proﬁts increase by 21%.
In practice, perfect classiﬁcation of consumers to
segments could not be achieved unless the retailer
maintained purchase histories for individual consumers. Rossi et al. (1996) show that the ability to
identify a consumer’s preferences increases with the
amount of past purchase information available and
that even with fairly limited data, one may be able
to predict these preferences quite accurately. However, without a consumer microdatabase such as loyalty cards, the only information typically available to
determine a consumer’s segment membership is the
current transaction at the checkout counter.10 Accordingly, in this section we consider third-degree price
discrimination based on imperfect classiﬁcation. Under
this mechanism, the retailer observes the consumer’s
current purchase within the category and based on
that purchase, it generates (via Bayes Rule) posterior segment-membership probabilities for that consumer.11 These posteriors are, in turn, used as a basis
for issuing customized Catalina-like coupons to the
consumer at the checkout counter, redeemable on a
future purchase occasion. Coupons would be offered
for all products in the category, and their face values
would be conditioned on the particular choice made
9
The prices shown in Table 7 take into account equilibrium wholesale price responses of manufacturers to the new retail prices
implied by the retailer’s price discrimination strategy.
10

And, of course, it is the lack of such microlevel data that provides a rationale for estimating segment-level demands based on
aggregate data, as we have done in this paper.

11

Kamakura and Russell (1989) discuss this logic for a model estimated with household panel data.
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Table 7

Brand
Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44

Equilibrium Prices and Expected Per-Trip Proﬁts with Retail Price Discrimination: Perfect
Classiﬁcation
Prices net of coupon ($/oz.)

Wholesale
prices ($/oz.)

Shelf prices
($/oz.)

Seg 1

Seg 2

Seg 3

Retail proﬁts
($/oz.)

Manufacturer
proﬁts ($/oz.)

0027
0033
0031
0022

0068
0077
0066
0070

0068
0077
0066
0070

0046
0055
0045
0048

0028
0042
0026
0030

0065
0024
0056
0041

0068
0012
0058
0033

by the consumer in the current transaction (including the choice not to purchase in the category at all).
The classiﬁcation scheme is imperfect because a single transaction can, at best, only allow the retailer
to update the probability that a consumer belongs to
particular segments, rather than perfectly identify the
consumer’s segment membership.
Table 8 shows the equilibrium prices and proﬁts
that arise when the retailer engineers a scheme of
third-degree price discrimination based on imperfect
classiﬁcation using checkout-counter information.
Effectively, this procedure generates ﬁve “purchase
segments” based on the observed current purchase—
one for each of the alternatives purchased, including no purchase. Note that there is a separate set of
equilibrium prices for each segment. The term “shelf
price” in this table is the highest segment-speciﬁc
price for each of the four products. Based on the
observed current purchase, a customized coupon is
offered to the consumer, which effectively reduces the
price of each product (on the next purchase occasion)
to the purchase-segment speciﬁc equilibrium price
level.12 Interestingly, as compared to uniform pricing, we observe that prices for all products generally
rise for consumers who currently purchase Hunts 32,
Heinz 28, or Heinz 44. This occurs because consumers
who purchase these products have a higher likelihood
of coming from segment 1, the least price-sensitive
segment. Similarly, prices are lowest for consumers
who choose no purchase because these consumers
are most likely to be from segment 3, the most

price-sensitive segment. Responding to the scheme of
discriminatory retail margins chosen by the retailer,
Heinz lowers the wholesale price on one of its products, maintains the price on one product, and raises
the price on the third product, whereas Hunts lowers
its price.
Comparing Tables 6 and 8, we see that retail profits rise substantially for Hunts 32 and marginally
for the Heinz product line. Overall, with imperfect
classiﬁcation, the retailer’s proﬁts increase by 11%
relative to the uniform pricing equilibrium. Thus,
even when a scheme of discriminatory prices is based
on a single transaction at the checkout counter, profits go up as compared to uniform pricing. Indeed,
checkout-counter information can generate 53% of the
gains that are attainable under perfect classiﬁcation,
without the high costs of collecting and maintaining historical information. The general message here
is that the use of even small amounts of information gleaned from segment-level demand estimates
based on aggregate data can potentially unlock nontrivial sources of additional proﬁtability for a retailer.
We also computed a constrained solution in which a
coupon on only one product is issued at a time, and
ﬁnd that scheme produces incremental proﬁts relative
to uniform pricing.13
Interestingly, retailer-engineered price discrimination does not unambiguously beneﬁt the manufacturers. Both manufacturers are better off under perfect classiﬁcation, but worse off under imperfect
13

12

As under perfect classiﬁcation, the prices shown in Table 8 take
into account equilibrium wholesale price responses of manufacturers to the new retail prices implied by the retailer’s price discrimination strategy.
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In practice, one might expect retailers to issue only a single
coupon on one of the products in the category, instead of separate
coupons for each product. We simulated this scenario and found
that the retailer could still generate a 5% proﬁt gain if a coupon
were issued for Heinz 32.
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Table 8

Brand
Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44

Equilibrium Prices and Expected Per-Trip Proﬁts with Retail Price Discrimination: Imperfect Classiﬁcation
Prices net of coupon for purchase segment ($/oz.)

Wholesale
prices ($/oz.)

Shelf prices
($/oz.)

Heinz 32

Hunts 32

Heinz 28

Heinz 44

No purchase

Retail proﬁts
($/oz.)

Manufacturer
proﬁts ($/oz.)

0029
0026
0029
0024

0056
0057
0059
0055

0047
0052
0050
0050

0054
0046
0058
0053

0050
0055
0054
0053

0056
0057
0059
0055

0047
0036
0050
0047

0053
0040
0054
0024

0058
0004
0055
0013

classiﬁcation. We also see that total channel proﬁts
rise with perfect classiﬁcation, and the retailer continues to get a little more than half of the total channel proﬁts. As expected, total channel proﬁts under
imperfect classiﬁcation are lower than under perfect
classiﬁcation.
5.3.

Third-Degree Price Discrimination by
the Manufacturers
Now we turn to the case in which manufacturers
engineer price discrimination by using knowledge
of segment-speciﬁc demands. To implement thirddegree price discrimination, manufacturers set wholesale prices contingent on the consumer’s purchase
segment. Conditional on these targeted wholesale
prices, the retailer determines targeted retail prices
to charge to each segment. To focus on the case
of price discrimination engineered by manufacturers, we assume the retailer will not price discriminate if manufacturers choose not to offer targeted
wholesale prices. In practice, one could think of this
pricing scheme as a form of “targeted scanbacks.”
The manufacturer issues a contract with per-unit discounts on the wholesale price, contingent on the consumer purchase segments and prespeciﬁed targeted
retail prices for each segment. By setting the prespeciﬁed retail prices to the retailer’s proﬁt-maximizing
levels implied by the Stackelberg equilibrium, the
retailer will accept the terms. The implementation of
prespeciﬁed targeted retail prices occurs via checkoutcounter coupons, much like the process assumed in
the case of retailer-engineered price discrimination
discussed previously.
When price discrimination is engineered by manufacturers, the pricing game becomes more complicated because the beneﬁts of price discrimination for
Management Science/Vol. 49, No. 9, September 2003

a manufacturer depend on whether the other manufacturer price discriminates as well. When a monopolist price discriminates, its proﬁts must necessarily
go up relative to the uniform pricing case, but as
Corts (1998) shows, price discrimination by oligopoly
ﬁrms can sometimes lead to lower proﬁts. The intuition is that if a ﬁrm can price discriminate, it will
be tempted to use discriminatory price cuts to steal
demand from rivals in its “weak” market segments—
market segments in which demand for the ﬁrm’s
product is highly price elastic—without compromising proﬁt margins in its “strong” market segments—
market segments in which demand for the ﬁrm’s
product is relatively less price elastic. The ability
to discriminate lowers the “cost” of price cutting,
causing the ﬁrm to become a more aggressive price
competitor in its “weak” segments. When the “weak”
segments for one ﬁrm are the “strong” segments of
the rival ﬁrm (and vice versa), then price discrimination in an oligopoly can lead to what Corts (1998)
calls “all-out-competition”: Relative to the uniform
pricing case, prices go down in all market segments.
In such cases, oligopolists can often face a prisoner’s
dilemma: Each ﬁrm has a dominant strategy to adopt
price discrimination, but adoption of price discrimination by all ﬁrms results in a reduction of industry
proﬁt relative to the no-discrimination case.
Whether the conditions under which price discrimination leads to “all-out-competition” hold in real consumer products categories is a question of signiﬁcant
practical importance. The payoff matrix shown in
Figure 1, which is based on the equilibrium prices
shown in Table 9, suggests that third-degree price
discrimination by manufacturers in the ketchup category does not lead to “all-out-competition” when consumers can be perfectly classiﬁed into segments. Figure 1 shows that price discrimination by both ﬁrms
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Figure 1

Expected Manufacturer Proﬁts Under Manufacturer-Engineered Price Discrimination: Perfect Classiﬁcation

Heinz
Price
Discrimination

No Price
Discrimination
No Price
Discrimination

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0081
$0.1266

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0079
$0.1320

Price
Discrimination

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0080
$0.1353

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0137
$0.1773

Hunts

is the equilibrium outcome, and that this price discrimination leads to increases in proﬁt by both ﬁrms.
This result is related to the nature of market segmentation revealed by our demand estimation. As just discussed, the case in which price discrimination would
be expected to induce all-out competition is one in
which there is an asymmetry in ﬁrms’ “weak” and
“strong” markets. However, the market segmentation
in ketchup, as illustrated by Table 5, reveals that
both Heinz and Hunts would rank the same group
of consumers (segment 1) as “strong” and the same
group as “weak” (segment 3). It is in this case that
price discrimination by rival manufacturers would be
expected to increase industry proﬁts.
With imperfect classiﬁcation, consumers’ current
purchase is used to assign them to “purchase
segments.” In this case, manufacturer-engineered
price discrimination leads to higher proﬁts for both
Hunts and Heinz, as shown in Figure 2. Interestingly, coupons permit Hunts to increase its proﬁts by
37% with imperfect classiﬁcation and 69% with perfect classiﬁcation, suggesting that checkout-counter
information enables Hunts to achieve over half of the
total potential gains from couponing. Gains for Heinz
Figure 2

are more modest—40% with perfect classiﬁcation and
4% with imperfect classiﬁcation.
Comparing manufacturer-engineered discriminatory prices, shown in Table 8, to retailer-engineered
discriminatory prices (for imperfect classiﬁcation),
shown in Table 10, we see that the segment-speciﬁc
retail prices for Heinz 32 and Heinz 28 are quite
similar. By contrast, the prices of Hunts 32 and
Heinz 44 are generally higher when manufacturers
design the pricing scheme. This reﬂects the difference between the retailer’s incentives (category proﬁt
maximization) and the manufacturers’ incentives.
We also see that while total channel proﬁts are
about the same for the two cases, the joint share of the
manufacturers is higher when they engineer the price
discrimination rather than when the retailer does (for
example, 55% versus 48% with perfect classiﬁcation).
5.4. Comparison to the Previous Literature
Our results suggest that manufacturer-engineered targeted coupons can increase the proﬁtability of the
manufacturers and the retailers even with imperfect
targetability. This conclusion differs sharply from the
extant analytical ﬁndings that competitive targeted

Expected Manufacturer Proﬁts Under Manufacturer-Engineered Price Discrimination: Imperfect Classiﬁcation
Heinz
No Price
Discrimination
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Price
Discrimination

No Price
Discrimination
Hunts

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0081
$0.1266

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0048
$0.1432

Price
Discrimination

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0119
$0.1307

Hunts:
Heinz:

$0.0111
$0.1316
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couponing leads to a prisoner’s dilemma, reducing all
manufacturers’ proﬁts (Shaffer and Zhang 1995), and
that the prisoner’s dilemma ensues as the precision
of targetability increases (Chen et al. 2001). The main
distinctions between our results and those of analytical models are our treatments of product differentiation and the econometric error. We also allow for the
possibility of category expansion, although we ﬁnd
evidence of gains irrespective of this aspect.
Shaffer and Zhang (1995) use a model of horizontal differentiation à la Hotelling and base targeting
decisions on the assumption that one can use choice
data to learn about consumer locations along the unit
interval. The prisoner’s dilemma arises because, using
the intuition of Corts (1998), their model leads to allout competition. In the Hotelling model, one ﬁrm’s
strong segment (consumers that are physically close
to it along the interval and hence have high willingness to pay) constitutes the competitor’s weak segment. This asymmetry entices ﬁrms to target one
another’s strong segments with low prices.
In contrast, our model allows for both horizontal
and vertical differentiation. In Equation (1), we write
the conditional indirect utility in our model obtained
by some consumer h in segment k who consumes
product j. We can rescale this expression by dividing
by k and rewriting the rescaled idiosyncratic error as
1hj /k = 3 k zh − zj 2 . This gives us


k
k h
j 2

k
u

hj = Xj t − pj + 3 z − z
Using a result in Anderson et al. (1992), this formulation is completely analogous to the spatial model
used by Shaffer and Zhang (1995).14 In this setting,
Xj t k captures vertical product differentiation and the
econometric error term 3 k zh − zj 2 captures horizontal product differentiation, where zh measures a
consumer’s ideal point along some latent attribute
dimension and zj measures the location of product j
14

It can be shown that the density of consumer locations must have
the form
i
n−1
i=1 exp−4b3z
gz = N 4b3 n−1 n − 1 !
n−1
)1 + j=1 exp−4b3zi *n

to make the comparison between the logit and the spatial model.
In this setting, N is the size of the market, b is a positive constant denoting proximity of the variants, and n is the number of
alternatives.
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in that same dimension. As in the empirical literature
(Rossi et al. 1996), we base targeting decisions on the
ability to learn about t k , consumers’ heterogeneous
tastes for vertical attributes. The vertical differentiation allows consumers to have high willingness to pay
for products that are economically “distant” along
the horizontal dimension, which may counter the allout-competition result. Data-based methods do not
enable one to learn about the econometric error term,
3 k zh − zj 2 , empirically ruling out targeting along the
horizontal dimension.
5.5. Discussion and Extensions
So far, we compare targeting in the case of perfect
classiﬁcation (synonymous with having a vast consumer panel) to the case of a single checkout-counter
purchase, where the latter reﬂects the lack of availability of panel data. While expected gains are lower
in the latter case, we still ﬁnd beneﬁts from couponing. These beneﬁts accrue from two sources. First,
targeting increases efﬁciency as prices and products
can be realigned more carefully with consumer taste
segments. Second, targeting can increase the category
size by offering lower prices to consumers with a high
reservation value.
A potential limitation of our aggregate data-based
targeting strategy is the lack of consumer inventory
information. In particular, the gains due to category
expansion may be overly optimistic if nonpurchase
also reﬂects inventories, which could change consumer willingness to pay over time. Omission of the
inventory effect may overstate the predicted demand
response to couponing. Although not reported, our
analysis of household panel data for ketchup, taking into account the effects of inventory, shows small
changes in price elasticities, and therefore in targeted
prices, across weeks with high versus low inventories.
These results suggest that either the economic impact
of inventories is small, or that it is not well identiﬁed
even when panel data are available.
Because we cannot control for inventories, we must
consider how ignoring them could affect our targeting strategy. In general, we expect inventories
to be problematic in categories with long purchase
cycles. At the beginning of the cycle, a consumer
receives coupons based on her purchase. However,
during subsequent trips before the end of the cycle,
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Table 9

Equilibrium Prices and Expected Per-Trip Proﬁts with Manufacturer Price Discrimination: Perfect Classiﬁcation
Wholesale prices ($/oz.)

Brand

Seg 1

Seg 2

Seg 3

Shelf prices
($/oz.)

Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44

0041
0049
0040
0043

0031
0036
0030
0033

0018
0030
0017
0020

0069
0077
0068
0071

she would reveal herself as a nonpurchaser, potentially entitling her to better coupons and offsetting
the potential beneﬁts of couponing. To alleviate this
problem, we use the channel model to compute a
restricted couponing scheme whereby retailers issue
optimal coupons subject to the constraint that the
nonpurchasers do not receive one (e.g., pay the shelf
price). Under this scenario, consumers only receive
coupons based on purchases, so that we avoid the
confound between inventory effects versus low reservation value for ketchup. We ﬁnd that this couponing scheme improves the retailer’s expected proﬁts
by 4%. These expected gains are a lower bound on the
potential for couponing using aggregate data because
we eliminate the potential for gains from category
expansion.

6.

Conclusions and Limitations

In this paper, we explore the extent to which estimated taste heterogeneity offers ﬁrms an opportunity
to price discriminate proﬁtably by charging different
prices across consumer segments. The context of our
study is a packaged-goods market in which two large
competing manufacturers sell through a large supermarket retailer. Using aggregate retail data, we estimate a discrete choice demand system with latent
Table 10

Prices net of coupon ($/oz.)
Seg 1

Seg 2

Seg 3

Retail proﬁts
($/oz.)

Manufacturer
proﬁts ($/oz.)

0069
0077
0068
0071

0047
0052
0046
0049

0026
0039
0025
0028

0059
0018
0055
0024

0077
0014
0071
0029

consumer segments, jointly with a structural channel model of uniform pricing by manufacturers and
the retailer. The use of aggregate data, in contrast
with use of household panel data, is a novel approach
relative to the literature, and is consistent with the
kinds of data to which retailers typically have access.
However, it implies that ﬁrms can classify consumers
into segments only imperfectly. Note that if one had
access to store-speciﬁc household panel data, one
could carry out an analogous competitive couponing
exercise as described herein.
We then analyze price discrimination strategies
as counterfactual experiments, using the estimated
demand and supply-side parameters. We explore both
manufacturer-engineered and retailer-engineered
segment pricing strategies, using the channel model
to control for competitive reactions. We ﬁnd that in
equilibrium it is proﬁtable for the retailer to price
discriminate by issuing segment-speciﬁc discount
coupons to consumers. Despite the imperfect classiﬁcation of consumers to segments, the potential gains
from price discrimination are substantial. However,
at the new equilibrium manufacturers are not unambiguously better off as compared with the uniform
pricing equilibrium. When manufacturers are allowed
to engineer price discrimination and segment classiﬁcation is imperfect, we ﬁnd that issuing coupons

Equilibrium Prices and Expected Per-Trip Proﬁts with Manufacturer Price Discrimination: Imperfect Classiﬁcation
Wholesale prices ($/oz.)
for purchase segment

Brand
Heinz 32
Hunts 32
Heinz 28
Heinz 44
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Prices net of coupon ($/oz.)
Shelf
Retail Manufacturer
for purchase segment
prices
proﬁts
proﬁts
Heinz 32 Hunts 32 Heinz 28 Heinz 44 No purchase ($/oz.) Heinz 32 Hunts 32 Heinz 28 Heinz 44 No purchase ($/oz.)
($/oz.)
0031
0045
0031
0040

0025
0025
0029
0017

0031
0047
0032
0042

0035
0048
0037
0043

0029
0030
0030
0027

0061
0077
0065
0072

0049
0072
0050
0068

0049
0044
0058
0043

0051
0076
0056
0071

0061
0077
0065
0072

0047
0041
0051
0051

0053
0025
0052
0019

0060
0011
0057
0013
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based on purchases is a dominant strategy for both
manufacturers. We also ﬁnd that manufacturers’
share of total channel proﬁts is higher when they
initiate the price discrimination.
There are a number of possible extensions of the
techniques that we present here. For instance, in our
analysis, we have assumed that all retail stores face
local markets with an identical segment structure. It is
straightforward to adapt the model to the possibility
that retail stores face different segment structures or
different relative segment sizes. Future research could
explore the potential of market-level demographic
information to explain differences in segment sizes
across stores.
Our use of a ﬁnite mixture representation of heterogeneity was guided by considerations of computational tractability and managerial interpretability of
the estimated latent segments. Continuous randomeffects models of heterogeneity (Allenby and Rossi
1999) have been found to provide superior ﬁt to the
data, especially at the tails of the heterogeneity distribution. Future work could assess the implications
of employing alternative representations of heterogeneity for the proﬁtability of price-discrimination
strategies.
The inherently lower information content of aggregate data also introduces certain limitations. We
discuss the lack of consumer inventory information, which could lead to a time-varying elasticity
of demand if consumers’ willingness to pay varies
with their stock of ketchup. We propose a restricted
couponing policy when one does not have information
on inventories. However, conditioning on inventory
information, when it matters, would likely improve
expected proﬁts from targeting. Future research could
explore how to time and design targeted coupons
when consumer elasticities vary substantially across
store trips. Another concern with the use of aggregate data is the inability to incorporate multiple unit
purchases. This concern is not severe in our empirical
application to the ketchup category, wherein almost all
purchases are of single units.
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Appendix. Model Performance with
Simulated Data

We demonstrate via numerical simulations that the econometric model described in §§2 and 3 can recover the structure of
the underlying segments from realistic aggregate store-level data.
Our simulated market consists of ﬁve segments. Within each segment, consumers are identical and make logit choices across six
brands and a no-purchase alternative. The impact of all ﬁxed product attributes and brand reputations is captured by brand-speciﬁc
constants, which differ across segments. Prices affect utilities and
hence choices, and are assumed to be exogenous. (Because the
objective here is to show recoverability of demand heterogeneity,
we do not deal with issues of price endogeneity.) Prices of the six
brands are generated from independent uniform distributions. The
price parameter varies across segments. We assume that data are
pooled across 50 stores and 100 weeks. These appear to be reasonable choices for a medium- to large-sized supermarket chain. We
generate store trips exogenously at the individual level, and the
choice parameters and prices result in discrete choices from the set
of six products and no purchase. These are aggregated to obtain
weekly brand shares.
The baseline demand model described in §§2 and 3 is estimated
using GMM. In evaluating the quality of model estimates, we focus
on two metrics that are relevant for the pricing application: price
elasticities and estimated equilibrium margins. These are considered both for the aggregate market and separately for each segment. We use mean absolute percentage deviation (MAPD) as the
measure of bias. It is relevant to note that this measure includes
both bias and variance, because only one sample was used for the
estimation (due to the computational cost of multiple replicates).
A summary of the ﬁndings is presented here; detailed tables are
available from the authors.
The MAPD (across six brands) in aggregate own elasticities is
2.7%, while the MAPD in aggregate cross elasticities is 12.4%. Thus,
the aggregate elasticities are recovered quite well by the model.
Turning to the segment-level performance, we note that cross-price
elasticities are restricted within segments because of the IIA property of the logit model. With the exception of segment 1, the smallest segment, the own-price elasticities are estimated with MAPD
ranging from 5.4% to 13.4%. While the MAPD in cross elasticities
is larger (ranging from 19.9% to 46.9%), the absolute values of the
cross elasticities to which these apply are quite small. We also compare true margins with estimated equilibrium margins by brand for
each segment and for the aggregate market. Results indicate that
the estimated margins are very close to the true margins in aggregate (absolute percentage deviation ranges from 0% to 12% across
brands) and for each segment, with the exception of segment 1.
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